Janet Vera Professional Dog Training
Guardian’s Name:

Referred By:

Home Phone:

Cell Phone:

Work Phone:

E-mail:

Address:

Color:

Pet’s Name:

Breed/Age/Sex:

Where did you get your pet?
Veterinarian’s Name/Phone:
Medication/Medical History:

Food, Treats, Dietary Restrictions, etc:
Description of services/behavior concerns:

Charges: $338.00 Initial Consultation. $150.00 due once a date has been
set. Remainder due at time of service.

1.Janet Vera Professional Dog Training will endeavor to create as safe an environment as possible for the
training and care of my pet and will endeavor to offer only sound, safe, and responsible training, care, and
training instructions. However, I recognize that Janet Vera Professional Dog Training is not responsible
for any unintentional errors, omissions, or incorrect assertions. I understand that the recommendation of
any other product or service is not a guarantee of my satisfaction with that product or service. Further, I
am and will remain responsible for the actions of my pet at all times and I hereby agree to indemnify and
hold harmless Janet Vera Professional Dog Training of any and all claims of injury, expense, costs, or
damages caused by the actions of my dog while under Janet Vera Professional Dog Training’s care and
under my own care as a result of following training instructions. I have been told by Janet Vera
Professional Dog Training and understand the inherent risks in owning a pet, including but not limited to
the risk of bites to myself or others.
Initial:
2. The client authorizes emergency medical care to be provided by the above-named veterinarian, or an
appropriate alternative to be determined by the trainer in the event the client’s regular veterinarian is not
available. The client will reimburse the trainer for any charges related to this emergency care.
Initial:
3. Payment Policy: Payment at time of appointment for that day’s services minus deposit. Cash or check
made payable to Janet Vera.
4. This contract is validated by the signatures below in total and as approval for future services without
additional written authorization.

Please document any bite history on the back of this sheet (use additional pages if necessary).
Include the events leading to the bite, and the severity of the bite to the best of your ability.
Write down the biggest concerns, and what your goals of training are, and what tools you use (head
collars, prong collars, body harnesses, buckle collars, clickers, shock collars, etc).
Additionally, feel free to elaborate on all the concerns you have regarding your dog and his/her
behavior. What circumstances do you see the behavior? How long has it been going on? What
would you like your end goal to be? The more information, the better!

Janet Vera is a Certified Professional Dog Trainer and Behavior Specialist. The training and theories
used in training are positive reinforcement and based in science. The basics of learning theory apply
to all mammalian species, though each animal is an individual. The use of training and management
techniques will be used to improve the situation but no guarantees will be made as to the progress
of any specific pet. There are many factors that go into the equation: the specific animal, the
environment, owner compliance, owner’s ability to execute a training plan, medical history of the
pet, previous and current training and management techniques and more.
If after the consultation if Janet Vera feels that you need to see a veterinary behaviorist a note of that
will be made in the report, and the client will be directed to the best professionals for a particular
case.

Janet Vera, CPDT-KA
Pet Guardian

Date

